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The stories The Interlopers and The Story Of An Hour have similarities and differences.

The stories are about two different things and the charters in both are of different gender. The characters die in each 

a different way. The charterers had hard ships in there life at that time and were trying to solve it the best way 

possible. The men ended up under trees and the Old Woman had a heart attack and died without a warning.

The Story Of An Hour has a few similarities with The Interlopers. Both story's have the main characters die 

in a dramatic way. The old woman in The Story Of An Hour character dies because of heart problems.(“When the 

doctors came they said she had died of heart disease--of the joy that kills” the final sentence.) In the 

Interlopers both men who are stuck under trees that fell while they were feuding over a piece of land(“-embittered 

the relationships between the families for three generations.”)The men were having a hard time in their life at that 

point and so was the woman. They were both fighting something, the woman was fighting the heart disease, the men

were fighting for the land. So that was some similarities now here are some differences.

The story's have their differences also. The settings of both the stories are different. The woman was in her house 

and in civilization, and the men were out and about in the woods. The way they died was different also. The men 

died over animals(“Georg quickly, straining his eyes to see what the other would gladly not have seen. “Wolves.”) 

(page 2 of the story) Also because they did contact their  buddies that were coming to meet them. The old woman 

died because she had a natural heart disease. She was in her house and had communication with help but when you 



have a heart attack you cannot call for help. There were some differences in the two stories that you can look for 

when you read them.
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The Story Of An Hour and The Interlopers have many similarities and differences and I named a few for you

to look for. If the men had cell phones they would be alive another day. If the old woman was not so stressed she 

may have had more time to see about her heart. If her husband would not have died at that time she may have had a 

small pain in her chest and went to the doctor to see about it and get it fixed. In The Interlopers the men could have 

worked out an agreement to share the land or each have a half and it would be settled. 
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http://www.anderson.k12.ky.us/Downloads/The%20Interlopers[1].pdf 

https://archive.vcu.edu/english/engweb/webtexts/hour/  

http://www.anderson.k12.ky.us/Downloads/The%20Interlopers%5B1%5D.pdf
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